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DESCRIPTION Removes deeply embedded impurities, grime, make-up, bacteria and secretions. 
Effectively lifts and removes dead cells, while not disturbing the skin’s natural 
protective layer. Will not dry out the skin and is suitable for sensitive and young skins. 
Cleansing is performed thoroughly and scrubs or exfoliators are not necessary. The 
skin will be correctly prepared for absorbing moisturing and nourishing ingredients. 
Suitable for use on the face and entire neck area. pH Balanced 

BENEFITS • Will not dry out the skin  

• Suitable for sensitive and young skins  

• Prepares the skin to absorb moisturising & nourishing ingredients 

• Gently lifts and removes dead cells on the face and neck 

• Non-foaming 

• pH Balanced  

MAIN INGREDIENTS Aloe Ferox, Lemon Peel Extract, Witch Hazel, Glycerin, Sorbitol, Propylene Glycol, 
Anti-oxidants, Emollients, Humectants, Biocides, Mild Surfactants. Paraben Free. 
 

FRAGRANCE Fresh with slight citrus undertone. 

APPEARANCE Smooth soft white cream. Spreads easily. 

DIRECTION FOR USE Dab small amounts of the Cream Cleanser onto the face, forehead and neck. Gently 
smooth the lotion in an upward and outward motion. Remove with a dampened 
Cosmetic Sponge. Rinse well with warm water.  
 

PACKAGING 200ml White Bottle with Dispensing Pump 

STORAGE & SAFETY It is safe to use. In the unlikely event of rashes or skin reactions occurring, stop using. 
Do not store in direct sunlight and keep out of reach of children.  
 

 

NOTES Regular facial scrubs and exfoliators contain ingredients such ground almonds, apricot 
shells, aluminium oxide crystals and other sharp particles that slice rough cells off the 
face. This action can leave microscopic scratches and even damage the skin’s natural 
protective mantle. Often these products do not contain repairing or protective 
ingredients and the skin is left dry, exposed and extremely vulnerable. NATURCARE 
have opted for a modern approach and have incorporated lemon peel extract, 
clarifying, refining and massaging ingredients that will gently lift dead cells off the face 
and neck.  Replace the need for scrubs, exfoliators, skin polishes & peels!  
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